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ABSTRACT 
Methods for calculating the ellipse perimeter provided so far, including Kepler equation, Euler, Ramanujan, Lindner, Gauss 
Kumar, do not have acceptable accuracy in some cases. In this study, calculation of ellipse perimeter was done using non-
parametric regression of RBF neural network. To train the neural network, the data from the numerical calculation of second 
type elliptic integral was used. We used the least squares and gradient descent optimization methods to train the neural network 
and the deviation of the output of these two methods from the accurate method was calculated, using generalization error and 
learning error measures. Studies show that after the training phase, the network as an individual model, can estimate the ellipse 
perimeter for different values of eccentricity and major diameter with great accuracy. 
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RESUMEN 
para calcular el perímetro de la elipse se proveen métodos que incluyen las ecuaciones de Kepler, Euler, Ramanujan, Lindner, 
Gauss Kumar, que poseen una aceptable exactitud en algunos casos. En este estudio el cálculo del perímetro de la elipse se 
realizó usando regresión no-paramétrica de redes neuronales RBF. Para entrenar la red neuronal los datos derivados de los 
cálculos numéricos fueron utilizados. Usamos métodos de optimización mínimos cuadráticos y de gradiente descendente para 
entrenar la red neuronal y las desviaciones de la salida de los dos métodos del método acurado se calculó usando medidas de los 
errores de generalización y de aprendizaje. Los estudio muestran que tras la fase de entrenamiento la red como un modelo 
individual, puede estimar el perímetro de la elipse  con diversos valores de excentricidad y mayor diámetro con gran exactitud. 
 
PALABRAS CLAVE: perímetro de una elipse, RBF red neuronal, integral elíptica de segundo tipo, mínimos cuadráticos, 
Gradiente descendente. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Ellipse is a set of points in a plane that their sum of distances from two fixed points called foci of the ellipse is 
constant. The exact calculation of the ellipse perimeter leads to elliptic integral of the second type that has no 
analytical solution. In recent years, researchers have tried to provide a relationship for calculating perimeter of 
ellipse, but still there is no precise relationship for this calculation. In the articles [4,7,8] some single terms for 
estimating ellipse perimeter that have been introduced during the last 4 centuries are investigated. (Kepler, 
1609) and (Euler, 1738) introduced some approximate relationships to calculate perimeter of ellipse, but their 
relationship had increasing error in the case of close to one eccentricity. (Muir, 1883), (Lindner, 1904),  
(Ramanujan, 1914), (Hudson, 1917) and (zafary, 2006) also provided equations for calculating the perimeter 
of ellipse that were not accurate enough. [1] Introduced a polynomial using Lagrange Interpolation Method to 
estimate the perimeter of ellipse and showed that this polynomial with a degree of greater than 7 can do this 
quite accurately. Although this method improves the accuracy of estimation compared to previous methods, 
but further examination showed that the perimeter estimated using this method is also a bit deviated from the 
perimeter calculated by the numerical solution of elliptic integral of the second type. This error was caused by 
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two phenomena. First, they carried out the interpolation on the perimeters calculated by Euler's method and 
it’s clear that Euler's method itself had error. Second, Lagrange interpolation uses Euler method to fit a 
polynomial in the calculated perimeters and we know that this prior premise of the model is not necessarily 
the best one possible! As we know, the perimeter of ellipse is a function of its major diameter and 
eccentricity. Another objection to this view is that the introduced polynomial was only a function of 
eccentricity of the ellipse which means they considered the major diameter of the ellipse to be constant i.e. by 
changing the major diameter, the estimated polynomial would change; so they couldn’t offer an integrated 
model to estimate ellipse perimeter. Calculation of exact ellipse perimeter lead to elliptic integral of the 
second type and as we know there is no analytic solution for this integral. In this study we will train RBF 
neural network based on perimeters that they have calculated with numerical solution of elliptic integral of the 
second type rather than Euler's method and we do a nonparametric regression on this data by mentioned 
neural network. So the estimated perimeter with this network will be closer to exact ellipse perimeter because 
we use more accurate data for training the neural network and also we don't consider any prior model for 
estimate the perimeter. Note that after neural network training we can estimate the ellipse perimeter without 
using numerical method while the result of our method is very close to exact method. On the other hand, this 
network is trained by combined input of major diameter and eccentricity. So after training the network, we 
proposed a function to estimate ellipse perimeter which has the same parameters for all axes and doesn’t 
change. 
 
2. METHODS 
 
As said before, we're going to fit a curve on perimeters calculated by numerical solution of elliptic integral of 
the second type, using neural network. In [10,6,2], principles of estimating a function using neural network is 
expressed. There are different kinds of neural networks, including multilayer perceptron, RBF neural network 
and wavelet neural network that have been established as non-parametric regression tools. RBF neural 
network which was used in this study is one of the most popular methods in non-parametric regression 
because of its simplicity. Figure 1 shows an overview of the RBF neural network.  

 
Figure 1. RBF neural network for non-parametric regression 

 
Figure 1 shows the RBF neural network , 𝑥 = !

!  is the input vector of network which a and e are major 
diameter and eccentricity, respectively. After entering these values in the network, elements of this vector are 
used as input for radial basis functions 𝑔!to 𝑔!. These radial basis functions are usually considered to be 
Gaussian functions like Eq.2 that need two values of mean vector 𝑐 and covariance matrix Σ. For each 
input 𝑥 = !

! , k outputs (Each output corresponding to a radial basis function) are appeared in the network 
and these obtained values are multiplied by the weights 𝑤! to 𝑤!, respectively. These weights can also be 
seen on the network edge in Figure 1. Finally, by summing of all these values, RBF neural network output is 
obtained which is equivalent to P or the estimated perimeter of the ellipse. Eq.1 shows the relationship 
between the input and output of the network. 
𝑝!(𝑎, 𝑒) = 𝑤!𝑔!!

!!!                                                                                                   (1) 
in which 𝑔! is the radial basis function defined as Eq. 2 
𝑔!  = 𝑒!!! !!!! !!!!(!!!!)                                                                                                  (2) 
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In this network, the number of neurons, values of vector c and covariance matrix Σ should be determined for 
each neuron. Also the weights of 𝑤! to 𝑤! should be determined to which is done with neural network 
training but before this, we have to create training data. As previously mentioned, this is done using numerical 
solution of elliptic integral of the second type for each different values of the radius and eccentricity. 
It’s stated in the fundamentals of Calculus that the perimeter of ellipse can be proposed by parametric 
equation !

!

!!
+ !!

!!
= 1 as Eq.3 using arc length Integral: 

 

𝑧 𝑎, 𝑒 = 1 + 𝑦!"𝑑𝑥!!
!  = 4 1 + 𝑦!"𝑑𝑥 = 4𝑎 1 − 𝑒!𝑠𝑖𝑛!𝑥

!
!
! 𝑑𝑥

!
!
!                              (3) 

 
in which 𝑎 is the major diameter and e is eccentricity. 
But as previously stated, the phrase under the integral in equation (3) does not have a primary function. So, 
calculating the perimeter of ellipse accurately using major diameter and eccentricity would inevitably lead to 
the numerical solution of the above integral. 
In this study, we calculate the perimeter of ellipse for major diameter in the range of 𝑎𝜖 0,10  with a step of 
0.05 and eccentricity in the range of 𝑒𝜖 0,1  with a step of !

!"
 using numerical solution of Eq.3. The set 

generated from the training data is called Tr and demonstrated as a triple set Tr = (a, e, Z). It is obvious that Z 
is the output of integral (1) i.e. the perimeter of ellipse. In order to evaluate the performance of the neural 
network, we use a set of data that were not used in training phase. In order to generate test data, we use 
numerical solution of Eq.3 with axes range of 𝑎𝜖[0,9] with a step of 0.03 and eccentricity range of 𝑒𝜖[0,1] 
with a step of !

!!
. 

 
2.1  Setting network parameters 
 
In the next step, after creating the training data, parameters of the neural network should be determined. First, 
the number of neurons should be determined. Since our goal is fitting the curve as accurately as possible, we 
considered a neuron for each observation (each ordered pair of major diameter and eccentricity), so the 
number of neurons is equal to the number of training data (number of observations). As stated earlier, 
observations calculated by numerical solution of Eq.3 for different major diameters and eccentricities are 
monotonic in the feature space. As a result in order to the curve to intersect with all of data points, we 
considered each data a cluster; it means the value of 𝑐! vector is equal to the 𝑖th ordered pair of 𝑥 = !

! . 

Covariance matrix is a 2×2 matrix
𝜎!,!! 𝜎!,!!

𝜎!,!! 𝜎!,!!
 that 4 element must be determined for it. Since feature 

space is symmetrically covered by the data, we consider the 𝑔! functions ones circular symmetrical and to 
accomplish this, the elements 𝜎!,!!  and 𝜎!,!!  have to be zero. Since we’ve considered a neuron (a radial basis 
function) for each ordered pair 𝑥 = !

! , the elements 𝜎!,!!  and 𝜎!,!!  of covariance matrix are selected so small 
that each 𝑔! function covering its corresponding observation, also covers the space between two adjacent 𝑔! 
functions so we could have a good interpolation for unobserved data. Here we’ve chosen the 𝜎!,!!  and 𝜎!,!!  
elements of the matrix 0.025! and 0.0125!, respectively. All of these 𝑔! functions have the same covariance 
matrix. 
Now that the network parameters are determined, we fit a non-parametric curve to data generated by Eq.3 
using neural network, without any prior knowledge about the model providing the perimeter of ellipse. To do 
this, we calculate the weights of this network by two different approaches called least squares and gradient 
descent and then we compare the results. 
 
2.2 Training RBF neural network using least squares optimization method 
 
Different methods have been proposed for calculating the weight of RBF neural networks. The least squares 
method is explained by [5,9] for training the network and calculating its weight. The algorithm used for 
calculating the weights is explained in detail in the following section. Suppose an ordered pair 𝑥 = !

!  are 
inputted to network and corresponding output with K values of radial basis functions were calculated for this 
input. Now we do a normalization on the output of each neuron; i.e. we divide the output of each neuron by 
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the sum of all outputs. It’ll cause all outputs to be in the same range which improve our estimates by a small 
amount. We also add a norm with value 1 in order to model the bias and improve the degree of freedom 
(Suppose that there is an additional neuron which has the output of 1, regardless of the input). Now according 
to Figure 1, if the weight of the network is known to us, we can calculate the neural network as follows: 
 
𝑝! 𝑎, 𝑒 = 𝑤!𝑔!!

!!!                                                                                                                       (4) 
 
 Parameters 𝑎, 𝑒, 𝑔!, 𝑤! and  𝑝! are major diameter of ellipse, ellipse eccentricity, radial basis functions, 
weights of the network and the outputs, respectively. The purpose of the training process is to use Tr data sets 
for finding the weight of the network so that the learning error in the following formula is minimized: 
𝐸! =

!
!!

(𝑧! 𝑎, 𝑒 − 𝑝!(𝑎, 𝑒))!!
!!!                                                                                                 (5) 

so 
𝐸! =

!
!!

[𝑧! 𝑎, 𝑒 − 𝑤!𝑔!!
!!! ]!!

!!!         𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑘  , 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛                                                   (6)  
The matrix form of equation (6) is as below: 
𝐸! =

!
!!

 𝐺𝑊 − 𝑍 !(𝐺𝑊 − 𝑍)                                                                                                    (7) 
Were 𝑊 is 𝑘×1 and k is number of  RBF network weights (𝑘 = 𝑛 + 1). G is a 𝑛×𝑘 matrix which its rows are 
the number of entries and the columns are equal to the number of neurons plus one. For example, the element 
in first row of the second column is the response of the second neuron to first input and the last column only 
includes 1 which is used for modelling the bias. And 𝑍 vector, is n×1 where n is number of ellipse perimeters 
obtained from equation (3), for n distinct inputs. 
Now the final equation of weights of RBF networks could be obtained by taking derivative from equation (7) 
with respect to 𝑊 vector as follows: 
𝑊 = (𝐺!𝐺)!!𝐺!𝑍                                                                                                                                          (8)    
  
2.2.1 Least squares results 
 
After calculating the weights of the network, we must examine the accuracy of the ellipse perimeter estimated 
by RBF neural network. To do this, we introduce the standards of learning error and generalization error 
which are expressed by equations (9) and (10). Learning error is calculated as follows: 
𝐸! =

!
!!

(𝑧! − 𝑝!)!!
!!!                                                                                                                                (9)    

were 𝑧! is the perimeters calculated by Eq. 3 for the network training data, 𝑝! is the perimeters calculated by 
neural network for the inputs used to train the network and n is the number of distinct ordered pairs of major 
diameter and eccentricity. 
Generalization error can be calculated as follows: 
 
𝐸! =

!
!!

(𝑧! − 𝑝!)!!
!!!                                                                                                                                (10)    

were 𝑧! is the perimeters calculated by Eq. 3 for the network training data, 𝑝! is the perimeters calculated by 
neural network for the inputs that the network didn’t observe them and m is the number of distinct ordered 
pairs of major diameter and eccentricity of test data. It should be noted that as it was mentioned before, test 
data are the data which were not used for training the network. For this method learning error and 
generalization error are zero (10!!") and 0.000769, respectively. 
Figure 2 shows the output of Eq.3 i.e. the exact value of perimeter of ellipse and Figure 3 shows the output of 
the RBF neural network i.e. the estimated perimeters of ellipse in terms of major diameter and eccentricity, 
for a subset of training data. Figure 4 shows the output of Eq.3 i.e. the exact value of perimeter of ellipse and 
Figure 5 shows the output of the RBF neural network i.e. the estimated perimeters of ellipse in terms of major 
diameter and eccentricity, for a subset of training data.  
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Figure 2. The calculated perimeters of ellipse in terms of major diameter and eccentricity, for a subset of 

training data using arc length integral. 
 

 
Figure 3. The calculated perimeters of ellipse in terms of major diameter and eccentricity, for a subset of 

training data using RBF neural network. 
 

 
Figure 4. The calculated perimeters of ellipse in terms of major diameter and eccentricity, for a subset of test 

data using arc length integral. 
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Figure 5. The calculated perimeters of ellipse in terms of major diameter and eccentricity, for a subset of test 

data using RBF neural network. 
 
As it was predictable from training and generalization errors, the figures obtained from numerical solution of 
integral and neural network regarding training and test data are identical. 
 
2.3 Training RBF neural network using gradient descent method 
 
In this section like the last one, the goal is to calculate the weights of neural network. In this method the 
outputs of basic functions are normalized but the biased term is not considered and the other difference is in 
the method of training the network & calculating the weights. Using gradient descent for calculating the 
weights of the RBF, neural network is described by [3]. In the next steps, we explain how to use these 
algorithms and measurement. 
As said before, Eq.9 shows the learning error of neural network and Eq.4 shows the output of network for 
each observation. The general equation for calculating learning error is obtained from Eq.9 & 4 as follows: 
𝐸! =

!
!!

(𝑧! − 𝑤!𝑔!!
!!! )!!

!!!                                                                                        (11) 
 Now by placing Eq.2 for radial basis functions 𝑔 in Eq.11, we have: 

𝐸! =
!
!!

𝑧! − 𝑤!  𝑒!
!
! !!!!!

!!!!(!!!!!)!
!!!

!
!
!!! , 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑘  , 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛                  (12) 

By differentiating Eq.12 with respect to 𝑤!, We’ll have 𝑟 = 1,2,… , 𝑘. So: 
!!!
!!!

= − !
!!

𝑧! − 𝑤!  𝑒!
!
! !!!!!

!!!!(!!!!!)!
!!! × 𝑒!

!
! !!!!!

!!!!(!!!!!)!
!!!                    (13) 

Now we define Eq.14: 
∆𝑤! = −𝜂 !!!

!!!
 	 	 	 																																																														 	 	 																					(14) 

Were 𝐸! is total learning error and 𝜂 is training rate. Eventually, the updated equation for calculating weights 
𝑤!  of network for 𝑟 = 1,2,… , 𝑘 would be: 
𝑤! = 𝑤! + ∆𝑤!                      																																																																																				(15) 
It should be noted that since this algorithm is a numeric solution for calculating the network weights, we have 
to consider an initial value for these weights. For this reason, this initial value is selected from uniform 
distribution between -1 and 1. 
 
2.3.1 Gradient descent results 
 
Figure 6 shows the changes in training and generalization error for different values of η with respect to 2000 
are iterations: 
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Figure 6. Learning and Generalization error in the gradient descent algorithm for different 

values of η 
As you can see for 𝜂 =24	and	2000 iterations	the learning and generalization errors are 0.000246	and 
0.000954, respectively.	
We implemented this algorithm considering different values for network weights and the result of each single 
calculation was highly identical to the rest. It shows that this algorithm could find the absolute minimum of 
cost function very well.	
 
3. COMPARISON AND CONCLUSION 
 
Study [1] used a polynomial calculated by Lagrange’s method to find a relationship for estimating perimeter 
of ellipse. It fitted the estimations obtained from Euler’s method and showed that if the degree of polynomial 
is higher than 7 then it can accurately estimate the perimeter. Although this method improves the accuracy of 
estimation compared to previous methods, but it had some errors. First, they considered estimating model to 
be polynomial, while we know this is not necessarily the best model. Second, they fitted the model on the 
perimeters calculated by Euler's method and it’s clear that Euler's method itself has error. The other problem 
was that this model was only a function of eccentricity and there for changing the radius would change the 
model.	So they couldn’t offer an integrated model to estimate ellipse perimeter based on a unified major 
diameter and ellipse. 
The method proposed here partly solves these problems, because we‘ve used a non-parametric method for 
fitting the curve, which means we didn’t use any basic premise on the estimating model. We also did our 
fitting based on estimations from the numerical solution of elliptic integral of the second type; these are 
considerably more accurate than Euler’s method. The last but not the least, this network acts as a function of 
major diameter and eccentricity, so we’ve proposed a function that doesn’t change in response to changes in 
parameters of the ellipse and needs to be trained only once. 
In this study, we trained the network only for the values of major diameter between 0-10, because increasing 
the major diameter would increase the number of 𝑥 = !

!  pairs drastically. This excessive increase in training 
data could cause some computational problems in our computer. Since this network only needs to be trained 
once, we may train it by a super computer for a wide range of axes and eccentricities, once and for all. So this 
problem could be solved. 
In this study, the network was trained with two different approaches. We saw that when using the gradient 
decent method, increasing the rate of training in the range of 15-24 for an iteration rate of 2000 times, the 
training and generalization error would decrease slowly. The trend of these changes are shown in Table 1.  
Table 1 shows the training and the generalization errors are calculated for four decimal number for different 
values of η, considering 2000 iterations for the algorithm. 
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Table 1: Learning and Generalization errors for different values of in gradient decent method. 
η 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
𝐸!  0.0361 0.0193 0.0103 0.0056 0.0031 0.0017 0.0009 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 
𝐸! 0.0303 0.0143 0.0093 0.0054 0.0033 0.0022 0.0016 0.0012 0.0011 0.0009 

 
To better compare the two methods of gradient decent and least squares, we compared the results from 
training and generalization errors for 𝜂 = 50. The results are shown in Table 2: 
 

Table 2: Learning and Generalization errors from gradient decent and least squares methods. 
Gradient descent(𝜂 = 50)  Least squares   

≅ 10!! ≅ 10!!! 𝐸!  

0.000769  0.000769  𝐸! 

 
As we can see, for η = 50 and 2000 iterations, generalization error is the same for both methods. Learning 
error of gradient decent method would not get any lower. As far as learning error is	considered, the least 
squares method has better performance, although the error in both methods is inconsiderable. At the first 
glance, the comparison of these two methods may imply that the outcome of the least squares method was 
better, but it should be considered that the method of least squares needs matrix inverting; a process that gets 
harder by increasing the data. The gradient descent method doesn’t have such restrictions and is preferred for 
the problems with large data sets. 
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